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About us

The Virgo Group is a corporate entity based on the promotion and development of industry. All its group companies are well-known in their respective fields and are recognized as industry benchmarks around the world. At Virgo, a breakaway company form which the group itself was founded in 1965, long before governmental regulations concerning the permanent protection environment, Virgo Group has always remained to its environmental friendly practices. These included informative programs and promotions of the use of tropical woods and hardwoods, non-polluting materials. Keeping its mission as a philosophy, the group Virgo today has a diverse group of businesses generating opportunities through excellence of services, innovations, expertise and experience.

These are our all brands

Please do not delete or delete legs.
Embrace your senses with a vibrant flush of an exclusive range of laminates that aim to transform your world from mundane to stylish. Visualise the vivacious VIRGO PVC range as it unfolds.
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ULTIMATE PVC COLLECTION 2019
Marble and its marvellous effect is all-pervasive and ever-impressive.
MARBLE COLLECTION

Grab the eloquence of grandiose appeal which has taken on new form.

Marble and its marvellous effect is all-pervasive and ever-impressive.
The shimmer puts a beaming smile on your face that lasts long and creates uber chic style.
METALLIC COLLECTION

1. LUSTROUS NICKEL
2. LUSTROUS TAURUS
3. LUSTROUS PECAN

Evolution of gloss and gelatin to create positive resistance to daily cleaning.
Textures that speak a tale of compulsive charm and adroit epochs.
NATURE WOOD

These stunning textures are ideal for environments.

NATURAL WOOD

Wood has its way to enamor and dazzle in suavity.
HIGH GLOSS SPARKLE

Dignified grandeur with ace appeal, create impressions of power and luxury as never before.
HIGH GLOSS SPARKLE

Colors that boast of an exceptional tonality with royal league, dip your senses in awe-inspiring vigor.

Dignified grandeur with ace appeal, create impressions of power and luxury as never before.
HIGH GLOSS SPARKLE

Colors that boast of an exceptional tonality with royal league, dip your senses in awe-inspiring vigor.
SOLID SUPER HIGH GLOSS

SOLID SUPER
HIGH GLOSS

PATTERN SERIES

Patterns create perspectives which rule the mind and take us on a prodigious journey of imagination.

Soothing, serene and charming are a few describing words to elaborate its fanciful empire.
Leafy motifs mark a world of natural illuminance that’s pleasant and youthful.

Soothing, serene and charming are a few describing words to elaborate its fanciful empire.
PATTERN SERIES

Leafy motifs mark a world of natural illumination that’s pleasant and youthful.
Patterns that enliven and perpetually press the luciferous regime.
PATTERN SERIES

Creating patterns to emulate the movements of trees & leaves.
Fresh & fabulous, let your eyes go on a voyage of bright and vibrant jubilations.
Strokes of abstract imaginations flashing buoyancy of a different nature.
PATTERN SERIES

BALANCED STRIPES BLACK
BALANCED STRIPES GREY
CONTOUR POMEGRANATE LEAF
PEARL FESTIVE
BLACK FESTIVE
PURPLE FESTIVE
PATTERN SERIES

Linking unbeatable norms of fashion and flamboyance at distinguished level of expertise.
Basic, yet classy, its a touch of ritz over the mundane.
1.2mm (± 10%) [Standard]
Sheet Size: 1220mm x 2440mm [Standard]
Size Option: Length-Any [On Request]
Width-Upto 1220mm

Range: Our PVC Laminates are available in a variety of range. Customized sizes & shades can be developed on request.

Adhesive: These laminates are easy to apply with the standard laminating system, including most of the conventional adhesives normally used with plastic laminates such as many water based and solvent based. We do not recommend the use of heat activated adhesives.

Lamination: Proper Substrates must be used and careful bonding procedures must be observed. Substrates should be of good quality plywood, high density particle board, high quality Fiber board or PVC board. The Face of the substrates must be smooth and free of grease, wax, dust, chips and other foreign matter. Application will spoil the originality and natural beauty of the High Gloss PVC Flexible Sheets.

Cutting & Installation: These High Gloss PVC Flexible Sheets can be cut, routed and drilled, with most standard wood working tools or equipment. All blades must be sharp, to remove any burrs that may occur in the cutting process we recommend the use of a smooth file to feather all corner edges.

Bending and Forming: These laminates can be bend and all radius bending should be handled in the same manner as all grades of non post forming decorative laminates.

Use only V-Groove cutter to bend the sheets at 90 Degree. In case of any difficulty, please contact us.

Maintenance: Any cleaning agent containing acids, alkalis or abrasive should not be used to clean the High Gloss PVC Flexible Sheets. We recommend to use only clean water for cleaning of sheets.

Note: Virgo warrants that all its products are free from manufacturing defects and perfectly ideal for use in normal conditions. In case of any claim, the liability of the company is only limited to the cost of the product only. There may be color variations from batch to batch. The sample swatches in the catalogue represents the designs, colours and finishes. They do not represents the actual sheet.

Kindly remove the protective film with in 7 days of installation of laminates.